The design and analysis of concurrent computing systems is often concerned with fundamental behavioural properties involving system activities, e.g., boundedness, liveness, and persistence. This paper is about the latter property and a complementary property of nonviolence. Persistence means that an enabled activity cannot be disabled, whereas nonviolence means that executing an activity does not disable any other enabled activity.
Introduction
The concept of concurrency in today's computing is prevalent and can be found in, e.g., hardware systems, programming languages, global computer networks, operating systems, and models of biochemical reactions in living cells [9, 12, 21, 24, 28] . As the complexity of concurrent systems grows rapidly, it is increasingly challenging to guarantee their correctness. A key issue is to provide appropriate formal models and abstractions for capturing their behavioural properties. The main model used in this paper is Petri nets [25, 26] as they provide a framework in which both state-based and action-based system information is represented explicitly, and also because they had been extensively used in the past to treat persistence and nonviolence. A part of the technical development will be formulated in terms of more general transition systems [17] which provide a semantical link between Petri nets and other concurrency models, e.g., process calculi. February 10, 2017; 13:34 ] To model (ongoing) behaviour of computing systems one can use sequences of executed actions, but such a sequential view of system behaviour may not be optimal for dealing with concurrent systems. For example, to describe the result of action refinement a suitable information about concurrency or independence between actions may be needed, as in the traces of [11] , resulting in a variant of causal partial orders semantics. We use a semantical model which lies in-between the sequential and causal partial order ones. A key idea is that the behaviours of concurrent systems are represented by sequences of groups (or steps ) of simultaneously executed activities [27] . We follow the basic variant of the step sequence approach-often referred to as the single-server semantics [15] -where steps are sets of executed actions. This fits well, e.g., the operational behaviour of asynchronous circuits [13, 23] and reaction systems [12] . Moreover, in the context of Petri nets with time, the single-server semantics means that a single clock is assigned to an action and, as argued in [15] , such an approach has been used most widely for modelling real-time concurrent computing systems. The alternative multiple-server and infinite-server semantics, both outside the scope of this paper, define steps as multisets of actions.
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Persistence and nonviolence. The design and analysis of concurrent systems is very often concerned with fundamental behavioural properties involving system activities, including persistence as well as a complementary property of nonviolence [2, 4] . A concurrent system is persistent [4, 5, 20] if no enabled activity can be prevented from being executed by any other activity. This is often a highly desirable property, in particular, in hardware systems [31] . A complementary nonviolence property means that executing an activity cannot disable any other enabled activity. In other words, persistence means that an enabled activity can be delayed but not disabled, whereas nonviolence means that executing an activity can delay other enabled activities, but cannot disable them.
Persistence is one of crucial properties in the design of asynchronous hardware [9] , and in the design of arbiter-free synchronisations [19] . Other areas where concepts related to persistence turned out to play a key role are, e.g., continuous Petri nets, introduced as approximations for coping with the state explosion problem in the verification of discrete (standard) Petri nets [16, 22] , and performance evaluation of discrete event systems [15] . There are several structurally defined and extensively applied persistent sub-classes of Petri nets, including choice-free nets [14, 30] , marked graphs [8] , and MTS nets [5, 16, 22] demonstrated that persistence (together with other properties) guarantees separability which means that a Petri net can be seen and verified as a composition of finitely many concurrently operating independent copies of much simpler net [6, 7] presented a way in which persistent nets can be synthesised and re-engineered from finite transition systems.
In the past work on different notions related to persistence, the underlying assumption was that it is a property of a sequential execution semantics. Recently, in [13] we argued that such a notion of persistence is restricted and in dealing with the design of GALS systems one also needs to consider activities represented by sets of simultaneously executed transitions. Moving into the realm of step based execution semantics creates a wealth of new fundamental problems and intriguing questions, some of which have been addressed in [13, 18] . In particular, there are different ways in which the standard notion of persistence could be lifted from the level of sequential semantics to the level of step semantics. Moreover, one may consider steps which are persistent and cannot be disabled by other steps, as well as steps which are nonviolent [2, 4] and cannot disable other steps. The decidability status of various notions of step based persistence and nonviolence has been investigated in [1] .
Step persistence in asynchronous circuits. The original motivation for the work presented here came from a challenge to deal with the design of asynchronous circuits [10] . One of the main issues in asynchronous circuit design is the handling of hazards which can be interpreted as a violation of persistence [31] in models such as transition systems [17] or Petri nets [9] . Although synchronous circuits are hazard-free, the inherent adaptiveness of the asynchronous circuits means that they can cope much better with chip sizes scaling to deep sub-micron level. An attractive compromise turns out to be mixed synchronous-asynchronous GALS design [29] , where a digital system is divided into hazard-free synchronous islands communicating asynchronously using potentially hazardous handshake mechanism.
To model circuit behaviour exhibiting parallelism between actions in the same clock cycle and sequential order between groups of actions in adjacent clock cycles, one can use step semantics. This, in turn calls for an adequate capture of a persistence in the context of the step semantics. In [13] , we proposed such a notion and applied it in a procedure for turning reachability graphs of sequentially persistent safe nets into step persistent transition systems from which correct GALS circuits can be derived.
About this paper. We aim to classify different types of persistent and nonviolent steps taking pt -nets (Place/Transition nets) [26] to be the system model, revising and extending the results of [18] . In particular, we define three distinct concepts of step persistence and nonviolence. We also introduce and investigate persistence and nonviolence with respect to the markings of pt -nets. Another aim is to investigate behavioural and structural properties pertaining to persistence and nonviolence both for the general pt -nets and safe pt -nets.
The paper is organised as follows. In the next section, we summarise basic notions and notations. In Section 3 , we present definitions of persistent and nonviolent steps in the setting provided by transition systems. Section 4 introduces various types of persistent and nonviolent steps of transitions in pt -nets, and Section 5 provides their taxonomy. The following section extends the discussion of persistence and nonviolence to markings of pt -nets. Section 7 investigates persistent and nonviolent steps of transitions in pt -nets, and Section 8 focuses specifically on safe pt -nets. (v , , w ) is an arc. If each label in TS is an action, then TS is a sequential transition system (or t -system), and the actions labelling its arcs are active . If each label in TS is a nonempty set of actions (a step) then TS is a step transition system (or st -system), and the steps labelling its arcs are active . A step { x 1 , . . . , x n } will usually be denoted by (x 1 . . . x n ) .
A pt -net is a tuple N = (P, T , W, M 0 ) , where P and T are finite disjoint sets of respectively places and transitions , W : (P × T ) ∪ (T × P ) → N is an arc weight function, and M 0 : P → N is the initial marking . In general, any mapping M : P → N is a marking of N , and if M is a marking such that M ( p ) ≥ M ( p ), for all p ∈ P , then we denote this by M ≥ M . We also use the standard conventions concerning the graphical representation of nets.
A step α of N is a non-empty set of its transitions, α⊆T . We will use α, β, γ , . . . to range over the set of steps. For every
gives the number of tokens that the firing of α removes from p , and W ( α, p ) is the total number of tokens inserted into p . The pre-places and post-places of a step α are respectively defined as
, we do not allow empty steps. A singleton step α = (t) is often denoted by t (especially in figures), and by a non-singleton step we mean any step that contains more than one transition.
A step α is enabled and may be fired at a marking
Firing such an enabled step leads to the marking M defined by
We denote this by M [ α M . For a marking M , the set of all steps enabled at M will be denoted by en
A step sequence from a marking M is a (possibly empty) sequence of steps σ = α 1 . . . α n such that there are markings
, where the reachable markings of N are states, the initial marking is the initial state, and the set of arcs is given by
Markings of a safe ptnet, therefore, can be treated as subsets of its set of places. It can be seen that a safe pt -net without non-active transitions (i.e., transitions that are not enabled at any reachable marking) is ordinary. Note that being a safe pt -net does not depend on the chosen semantics, i.e., the sequential semantics where only singleton steps are executed, or the full step semantics.
In what follows, a step α of a pt -net: (i) is active if there is a reachable marking which enables it; (ii) is
, for all t ∈ α and p ∈ P . Clearly, if α lies on self-loops then it is also positive. We also have: 
Fact 5.
If a step α can be fired twice in a row in a safe pt -net then it lies on self-loops. Remark 2.1. As already mentioned, the execution model for pt -net adopted in this paper is that of single-server step semantics, with steps being sets of simultaneously fired transitions. If, e.g., the infinite-server semantics was adopted, then each step would be a multiset of transitions. Although pt -nets considered in this paper can be unbounded (i.e., they may have infinitely many reachable markings), in our examples we use as simple nets as possible, i.e., they are all safe or bounded.
Persistence and nonviolence in transition systems
We discuss persistence and nonviolence in a general setting of transition systems, starting from the sequential case. In other words, enabled actions can be disabled only by their execution, although they can be delayed . Definition 3.1 captures a system-wide property. However, if one is interested in a fine-grained protection of behaviours, it is straightforward to re-phrase it in terms of individual actions. Such a re-phrasing gives rise to two different, though related, concepts. ). An active action is globally nonviolent (or globally persistent ) if it is locally nonviolent (resp. locally persistent) at every state at which it is enabled.
We then obtain an immediate equivalence between the notions of global nonviolence and persistence of all active actions.
Proposition 3.3. A t -system is persistent iff all active actions are globally nonviolent iff all active actions are globally persistent.
Remark 3.4. In its original form [20] , persistence is stated as a property of nets executed according to the sequential semantics. More precisely, a pt -net is persistent if, for all transitions t = v and any reachable marking
This is an instance of Definition 3.1 , assuming that the transition system is taken to be the sequential reachability graph of the pt -net, and the actions are net transitions (see Fig. 1 ). In the rest of the paper, if we say that a 'net is persistent' we would mean persistent according to the original definition from [20] .
The notions of nonviolent and persistent transitions can be defined in a similar way. Let t be a transition enabled at a
Moreover, an active transition is globally nonviolent (or globally persistent ) if it is locally nonviolent (resp. locally persistent) at every reachable marking at which it is enabled. One then obtains a counterpart of Proposition 3.3 for pt -nets.
The three behavioural notions described above are rather unproblematic in the context of t -systems with arcs labelled by individual actions (or singleton sets of actions) for which they were initially formulated. This is no longer the case when we move to the domain of transition systems with arcs labelled by possibly non-singleton steps. A key issue we need to resolve is how to lift the distinctiveness of individual actions to the level of steps. In fact, it seems that there is no unique notion of this kind. Having said that, it is clear that any such notion should be based on the actions making up the steps being compared. The strongest requirement is that all the actions in the two 'distinct' steps are unique (as in diff a (α, β ) below). Less demanding is to require that unique actions can be found in each of the two steps (as in diff b (α, β ) below). And the weakest requirement is that at least one of the two steps comprises a unique action (as in diff c (α, β ) below).
Definition 3.5 (distinct steps)
. For two steps, α and β, we denote:
Note that if two distinct steps are singletons, α = (a ) and β = (b) , then all three notions collapse to the inequality a = b , as in Definitions 3.1 and 3.2 .
Throughout the paper x will be used to denote one of the three ways in which steps are treated as distinct, i.e., x ∈ { a , b , c } .
Each of the three notions of step-based persistence captures a different flavour of protecting an enabled behaviour. The one which directly lifts the action-based persistence is c -persistence. Here, one simply requires that an enabled step remains enabled after the execution of any other step (i.e., one definitely needs to execute a given step, without adding or removing any actions). This means, as before, that no behaviour can ever be disabled. Each of the other two notions of persistence allows a degree of disabling of an enabled step. a -persistence allows a step to be disabled if another step containing at least one of its action is executed. This means that a step needs to be kept enabled only if none of its actions has been executed (e.g., executing a single action from a step means that the remaining actions are no longer essential). And b -persistence does 10, 2017;13:34 ] not require a step to be protected after the execution of its sub-step (e.g., because no 'unwanted' action has been executed and the rest might not be essential), or a super-step (e.g., because all the required actions have already been carried out).
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The next definition presents a step-based view on persistence/nonviolence.
Definition 3.7 (nonviolent/persistent step I)
. Let α be a step enabled at a state q of an st -system. Then α is locally xnonviolent (or locally x -persistent ) at q if, for all s
). An active step is globally x -nonviolent (or globally x -persistent ) if it is locally x -nonviolent (resp. locally x -persistent ) in every state at which it is enabled. 
Proof: Follows from the definitions and diff
The last definition leads in a natural way to the notion of a nonviolent or persistent state. Definition 3.9 (nonviolent/persistent state) . A state q of an st -system is x -nonviolent (or x -persistent ) if each α enabled at q is locally x -nonviolent at q (resp. locally x -persistent at q ).
Proposition 3.10. A state of an st -system is X -nonviolent iff it is X -persistent.
Proof: Let q be a state. Then q is x -nonviolent iff each step α enabled at q is locally x -nonviolent at q . The latter is equivalent to:
The last equivalence follows from diff x (α, β ) ⇔ diff x (β, α) , and is equivalent to stating that each step β enabled at q is locally x -persistent at q . This, in turn, is equivalent to stating that q is x -persistent. 
duced above implies the corresponding ' b -notion', and every ' b -notion' implies the corresponding ' a -notion'.
We have formulated the notions of (step) persistence and nonviolence using transition systems which are a very general model of system behaviour. We will now investigate these notions for pt -nets.
Step persistence and nonviolence in PT-nets
We now introduce three definitions central to this paper, by instantiating Definitions 3.6 and 3.7 , and incorporating simplifications which follow from the fact that concurrent reachability graphs of pt -nets are deterministic st -systems (cf.
Remark 3.4 ).

Definition 4.1 (persistence III)
. A pt -net is x -persistent if, for every reachable marking M and steps α,
For clarity, the pt -version of Definition 3.7 is split into two.
Definition 4.2 (nonviolent step II) . Let α be a step enabled at a reachable marking
We denote this by α ∈ l x nvio (M) . Moreover, an active step α is globally x -nonviolent ( gx -nonviolent) if it is lx -nonviolent at every enabling reachable marking. We denote this by α ∈ g x nvio .
Remark 4.3. Type-a nonviolence, as well as type-a persistence, can be defined in two different ways ( [13] ). For instance,
The three types of nonviolence defined above are conservative extensions of transition nonviolence. In all types of nonviolence we expect the enabledness of the whole delayed step (step β), because it is meant to be 'protected' by α. However, for type-b and type-c nonviolence, such a protection will be harder to satisfy than for type-a as some of the transitions from α will need to be able to fire twice in a row. This will narrow down the classes of b / c -nonviolent steps. Similar comments apply to the next definition.
Definition 4.4 (persistent step II)
. Let α be a step enabled at a reachable marking M of a pt -net. Then α is locally
We denote this by α ∈ l x pers (M) . Moreover, an active step α is globally x -persistent ( gx -persistent) if it is lx -persistent at every enabling reachable marking. We denote this by α ∈ g x pers .
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[m3Gsc; February 10, 2017; 13:34 ] We then obtain an instance of Proposition 3.8 .
Proposition 4.5. A PT -net net is X -persistent iff all active steps are globally X -nonviolent iff all active steps are globally Xpersistent.
Later on, when trying to establish, e.g., whether a step is lx -nonviolent ( lx -persistent), we will find it useful to have a notation for all the 'distinct' steps which need to be taken into account.
Definition 4.6 (context)
Below we list some straightforward properties needed in Section 5 .
Proposition 4.7. Let α be a step enabled at a reachable marking M of a PT -net. Then: Moving from the sequential to step semantics changes the way we perceive the persistence of pt -nets introduced in [20] and recalled in Remark 3.4 . In particular, in the sequential semantics, by Proposition 3.3 , all transitions in a persistent net are both globally nonviolent and globally persistent. In the step semantics the situation is different. Consider, for example, the pt -net in Fig. 1 . It is persistent and all of its active steps are ga / gb -persistent and ga / gb -nonviolent. However, its steps fail to be lc -persistent or lc -nonviolent at some of the enabling markings. More precisely, ( t ), (v ) , and (tv ) are neither lc -persistent nor lc -nonviolent at M 0 , while ( u ), (w ) , and (uw ) are neither lc -persistent nor lc -nonviolent at M 1 .
This should not come as a surprise, as type-c persistence (or nonviolence) is a demanding property. Type-a persistence and nonviolence, on the other hand, are close in spirit to their sequential counterparts. The same result for type-a and type-b persistence and nonviolence in this example is a consequence of the fact that for all active steps, at all relevant markings, their contexts are the same. For example ctx a ((t) ,
. Similar equalities hold for M 1 and ( u ), (w ) , and (uw ) . In addition, at reachable markings other than M 0 and M 1 , the contexts of enabled steps are empty, because only one step is enabled in each case, making such steps 'trivially' la / lb / lc -nonviolent and la / lb / lc -persistent at those markings (cf. Proposition 4.7 (1)).
Another example, in Fig. 2 (a) , shows a pt -net that is persistent and whose all active steps are ga -persistent and ganonviolent. However, some of them fail to be lb -persistent and lb -nonviolent at the marking M 0 . The steps that distinguish type-b properties from type-a ones are: (tv ) , ( tu ) and (v u ) . They are present in each other's b -contexts and disable each other at M 0 . The a and b -contexts coincide at M 0 for singleton steps and for the step (tv u ) , which is the only maximal step at M 0 and therefore has empty a and b -contexts there. When considering type-c persistence and nonviolence at M 0 , we observe that all the steps fail to be lc -persistent and lc -nonviolent at that marking.
Duality of nonviolence and persistence
A duality of nonviolent and persistent steps is illustrated in Fig. 2 (b) , where ( t ) is a ga / gb / gc -nonviolent step but it is neither la -persistent nor lb -persistent nor lc -persistent at M 0 , and (v ) is a ga / gb / gc -persistent step, but it is neither lanonviolent nor lb -nonviolent nor lc -nonviolent at M 0 . In that example, the same result, for all types of persistence and nonviolence follows from the fact that both ( t ) and (v ) have the same contexts for these types at the initial marking M 0 .
Therefore, once the persistence or nonviolence is true (or false) for one type, it is true (resp. false) for the remaining ones.
A step can be both nonviolent and persistent. For example, if in Fig. 2 (b) we add an arc in the net from v to the only place, making both transitions to lie on self-loops, then ( t ) and (v ) become ga / gb / gc -nonviolent and ga / gb / gc -persistent.
Relating persistent and nonviolent steps
We now investigate the expressiveness of different notions of persistence and nonviolence, starting with a number of general inclusions. active steps la lb lc Fig. 3 . The top diagram shows a taxonomy of persistent and nonviolent steps for a given pt -net and its reachable marking. The tables below indicate-using black Ý for yes and black × for no -what properties need to be demonstrated for an active step in order to show that it belongs to one of the 10 different categories of steps in the taxonomy. Grey Ý and grey × show other properties enjoyed (not enjoyed) by active steps from a given category.
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ga gb gc (vii) (vi) (v) (iv) (iii) (ii) (i) ( viii) (ix) (x) i l g a × × b × × c × × ii l g a √ × b × × c × × iii l g a √ × b √ × c × × iv l g a √ × b √ × c √ × v l g a √ √ b √ × c √ × vi l g a √ √ b √ √ c √ × vii l g a √ √ b √ √ c √ √ viii l g a √ √ b √ √ c × × ix l g a √ √ b √ × c × × x l g a √ √ b × × c × ×
Proposition 5.1. Let AS be the active steps and M be a reachable marking of a PT -net. Then:
l c nvio (M) ⊆ l b nvio (M) ⊆ l a nvio (M) ⊆ AS ∪ | ∪ | ∪ | g c nvio ⊆ g b nvio ⊆ g a nvio l c pers (M) ⊆ l b pers (M) ⊆ l a pers (M) ⊆ AS ∪ | ∪ | ∪ | g c pers ⊆ g b pers ⊆ g a pers(1)
Proof. Follows from Definitions 4.2 and 4.4 , and Proposition 4.7 (7).
The 14 inclusions listed above are represented in the taxonomy diagram shown in the upper part of Fig. 3 which (separately) applies both to nonviolence and persistence, for a given pt -net and its reachable marking.
A natural question then arises whether any of the inclusions in Proposition 5.1 can be replaced by an equation. As we will demonstrate in the rest of this section, this is not the case. The result will be proven by showing that none of the 10 different components ( i -x ) of the diagram can be omitted as it is always empty. We will refer to these components as categories of steps, and denote them by cat − i nvio , cat − viii pers , etc. Thus, for example, cat − ix pers denotes all steps belonging to g a pers ∩ l b pers (M) and not belonging to g b pers ∩ l c pers (M) . For ease of reference, the 10 tables displayed in the lower part of Fig. 3 state (in black) what properties need to be demonstrated for an active step in order to show that it belongs to one of the 10 different categories of steps in the taxonomy. The tables use grey marks to show satisfaction or lack of satisfaction of the properties, which can be immediately inferred from the crucial properties (marked in black) by using Proposition 5.1 . Fig. 3 Figure 9 7 cat − v pers (v u ) Figure 11 2 cat -ii nvio (tv ) Figure 10 (t) Figure 12 11 cat -ix (tv ) Figure 12 6 cat -v nvio (tu ) Figure 16 12 cat -x (tv ) Figure 17 Remark 5.3. There are pt -nets where all the steps are neither persistent nor nonviolent whatever type ( a , b or c ) we choose. Consider, for example, the net in Fig. 9 after deleting u (and the adjacent arc). Then, the only steps in the concurrent reachability graph are ( t ) and (v ) , and they prevent each other from being persistent. As a result, they also fail to be nonviolent.
Proposition 5.2. The following nets and steps demonstrate that each of the 10 categories of steps in
Remark 5.4.
All the examples of steps used in Proposition 5.2 , were found in the domain of safe pt -nets except for those used for category v as such steps are not present in the concurrent reachability graphs of safe pt -nets (see Corollary 8.17 ).
Persistent and nonviolent markings
In this section, we focus on steps enabled at individual markings. A marking will be persistent (or nonviolent) according to a given type of persistence (resp. nonviolence) if all steps that it enables satisfy the corresponding definition of persistence (resp. nonviolence). As in the general setting of step transition systems, in such markings, if all enabled steps are x -persistent then they all are x -nonviolent, and vice versa. In a way, such markings create an environment where steps do not interfere with each other. Definition 6.1 (nonviolent and persistent marking) . Let M be a reachable marking of a pt -net. Then M is x -nonviolent (or
We denote this by M ∈ x nvio (resp. M ∈ x pers ).
Proposition 6.2. A reachable marking of a PT -net is X -persistent iff it is X -nonviolent.
Proof. Follows from Proposition 3.10 .
We therefore can discuss just persistence based notions. To show that the third inclusion cannot be replaced by an equation, consider Fig. 12 and
(because of ( t )), and so M 0 / ∈ a pers . Finally, to show that c pers can be nonempty, consider Fig. 7 (a) The relationships between different types of persistent and nonviolent markings captured by Proposition 6.3 are summarised in the diagram of Fig. 4 . As the relationships are the same for persistence or nonviolence, the diagram simply refers to different types of persistence or nonviolence.
Persistent and nonviolent steps in PT-nets
In this section, we investigate general properties of persistent and nonviolent steps. We start with two results that give sufficient conditions for being a globally nonviolent step. The assumptions in the next theorem are more restrictive than in Theorem 7.1 , as they are linked to the structure of a net rather than its behaviour. Type-c persistence and nonviolence are demanding properties, and can only be satisfied by steps of a very particular kind. The presence of type-c persistent or nonviolent steps has therefore some structural implications for nets and their reachability graphs. The next result gives necessary conditions for being a gc -persistent step. Intuitively, the intersection of a gc -persistent step with any other step enabled at the same marking consumes at most the same resources (tokens) as it produces. This should not come as a surprise, because in c -persistence the intersection of two different steps enabled at a given marking must be able to fire twice in a row. 
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We then observe that
As α is a non-singleton step, we can split it into two disjoint non-empty steps, α = γ = γ γ . Since M [ α and γ , γ ⊆α, we have M [ γ and M [ γ , by Fact 2 . Also, γ = α and γ = α. Hence, as α ∈ g c pers , there exists a marking M such that M [ γ M [ α . Now, we can repeat the same argument for M and γ , obtaining
We can repeat this construction, now starting at M 1 , as α ∈ g c pers . In fact,
We then proceed similarly as in Case 1.
In Proposition 7.4 , one cannot drop the assumption that α is a non-singleton step. Consider, for example, Fig. 6 (a) and , 1 ) . Similarly, one cannot drop the assumption that α is gc -persistent. Consider, for example, Fig. 6 (b) and take α = (tv ) / ∈ g c pers , and β = (t) enabled at M 0 . Although α is a non-singleton step, the intersection α ∩ β = (t) is not a positive
The implication in Proposition 7.4 cannot be reversed. Consider, for example, Fig. 6 (c) , and take α = (tv ) which is a nonsingleton step enabled (only) at M 0 . There are three other steps enabled at M 0 and two have a nonempty intersection with α, viz. ( t ) and (v ) . Although both α ∩ (t) = (t) and α ∩ (v ) = (v ) are positive steps, α is not gc -persistent as it is not enabled after the execution of ( u ).
Finally, Proposition 7.4 cannot be re-stated for nonviolence, and a counterexample is provided in Fig. 5 , where α = (tu ) is a gc -nonviolent non-singleton step, and ( t ) is another step enabled together with α at M 0 . However, α ∩ (t) = (t) is not a positive step as W ( 2 , t ) > W ( t , 2 ).
It seems we could have a similar result as the one stated in Proposition 7.4 for gb -persistent non-singleton steps. Also in that case there is a potential need to fire some of the transitions twice in a row, so these transitions might need to form a positive step. However, it is not true as shown in Fig. 14 , where α = (tu ) is gb -persistent non-singleton step, which can serve as a counterexample. The step α is enabled at all markings except for M 0 . So, the only problematic marking for establishing the gb -persistence of α is M 1 , but α is still lb -persistent here, because the only step that can be executed at M 1 leading to M 0 is (u ) ∈ ctx b (α, M 1 ) . In consequence, α is a gb -persistent non-singleton step enabled at M 1 , where there is an
is not positive. This is possible in the case of gb -persistent steps like α as the transitions of α that need to be fired again do not need to be 'self-sufficient'. They can be re-supplied with tokens by other transitions from the step β, if it fires first, like v . We know that such transitions as v must exist in steps 10, 2017;13:34 ] of the b -contexts of a step and might "help" in maintaining its b -persistence. However, if we consider only safe pt -nets, the result not only holds for type-b , but also some of the assumptions may be weakened-see Propositions 8.1 and 8.7 . Now we return to c -persistence. Proof.
(1) Follows directly from Proposition 7.3 (2).
(2) As α is an active step, there is a reachable marking M enabling α. Also, as a step, α = ∅ . We now consider two cases. Case 1: γ ⊂ α. Then γ = α is enabled at M . As α ∈ g c pers , from Proposition 7.4 we have that γ is positive. Hence, by Theorem 7.1 , γ ∈ g c nvio .
Case 2: γ = α. Then, as α is a non-singleton step, we can split it up into two non-empty subsets, α = γ γ . From M [ α and Fact 2 , we have M [ γ and M [ γ . Moreover, as α ∈ g c pers , we can use Proposition 7.4 to conclude that both γ and γ are positive steps. Therefore, γ is also positive. Hence, by Theorem 7.1 , γ ∈ g c nvio .
In Proposition 7.4 , the intersection α ∩ β of two steps enabled at some reachable marking is able to fire twice in a row as α is gc -persistent. Intuitively, α ∩ β can be seen as a persistent step as well as a nonviolent step at markings that enable α (cf. Theorem 7.5 (2)). As α can be covered by such intersections, gc -persistence of a non-singleton α implies its gc -nonviolence. In a way, in type-c case, the boundary between persistence and nonviolence is to some extent blurred.
Type-a persistence and nonviolence are different in nature. They follow closely the ideas of persistence and nonviolence in the sequential case and, intuitively, complement each other. ∈ l a pers (M 0 ) since, e.g., after executing ( t ), α is not enabled.
Persistent and nonviolent steps in safe PT-nets
In the case of safe pt -nets, one can link persistence and nonviolence with the graph structure of nets. We start by recalling some of the results from [13] . 
Proof. Let γ = α ∩ β. We consider two cases: one, where α is lc -persistent at M , and the second one, where α is lcnonviolent at M .
We need to consider now three possible subcases: (a) α = γ , (b) β = γ and (c) α = γ and β = γ . In all these subcases we use Fact 2 to extract γ from α or β and prove that γ can be fired twice in a row.
Hence, by Fact 5 , in each subcase we have
Once more, we need to consider three possible subcases: (a) α = γ , (b) β = γ and (c) α = γ and β = γ . In all these subcases we use Fact 2 to extract γ from α or β and prove that γ can be fired twice in a row.
Remark 8.2. An alternative proof of Proposition 8.1 can be found in [13] (stated there as Proposition 4.6).
As a direct consequence of the last result, we can link lc -persistence and lc -nonviolence with the structural property of lying on self-loops. 
Case 3: β⊆α. Then the conclusion follows from
and Fact 2 applied twice (first to γ ∪ β and then to γ ).
(2) Let β = γ be a step enabled at M . Since ∅ = γ ⊂ α, α is a non-singleton step. Thus, by Theorem 8.3 , α lies on self-loops. Hence γ also lies on self-loops, and so we have M [ γ M [ β as required.
(3) Since α is gc -nonviolent, it is lc -nonviolent at some reachable marking M . Proceeding similarly as in (2), we get that α lies on self-loops and, consequently, that γ lies on self-loops. Then, from Theorem 7.2 , proved for general pt -nets, we obtain that γ is gc -nonviolent. Remark 8.11. Proposition 8.10 does not extend to ordinary pt -nets, and Fig. 5 shows a counterexample. We have that
. Also, Proposition 8.10 (1) cannot be generalised to ga -nonviolent steps, and a suitable counterexample is provided in Fig. 12 , where (tu ) ∈ g a nvio , but (t) / ∈ g a nvio (after executing ( t ) at M 0 , an enabled step (v ) becomes disabled). We cannot rephrase neither Proposition 8.10 nor Proposition 7.3 (presented in the previous section) for type-b persistence or nonviolence even in the context of safe pt -nets.
Consider a net depicted in Fig. 8 . A step α = (tv u ) is lb -persistent and lb -nonviolent at M 0 (as ctx b (α, M 0 ) = ∅ ). However, a step ( tu ) is neither lb -persistent nor lb -nonviolent at M 0 (because of (tv ) ). Proof. Let α ∈ en ( M ) and t ∈ α. Clearly, M [ t . Then, from ( t ) ⊆α, α ∈ g c nvio and Proposition 8.10 (3), we obtain that (t) ∈ g c nvio . Hence, for any reachable marking M enabling ( t ), if (v ) = (t) is enabled at M , we have M[(t )(v ) . We can therefore conclude that t , as a transition (rather than a step), is globally nonviolent (see Remark 3.4 ).
The above result does not hold for ordinary pt -nets, and a suitable counterexample is provided in Fig. 5 which we used to demonstrate that Proposition 8.10 does not hold for ordinary pt -nets. In the latter case, we took a singleton substep of a gc -nonviolent step of an ordinary pt -net and showed that it disables another singleton step.
We start the discussion on type-a notions in safe pt -nets by recalling from [13] the sufficient conditions for a step to be ga -persistent or ga -nonviolent in terms of the transitions it contains. Remark 8.14. The two implications in Theorem 8.13 cannot be reversed, and a suitable counterexample is provided in Fig. 12 , where a ga -nonviolent and ga -persistent step ( tu ) contains a transition t that is neither globally nonviolent nor globally persistent (because of the marking M 0 ).
The next result concerning a -persistence and a -nonviolence in safe pt -nets shows that they can complement each other. It is a counterpart of Theorem 7.6 , but here the result holds in both directions due to Proposition 8.10 , which does not hold for the general nor ordinary pt -nets. Proof. Suppose α ∈ g a and α / ∈ g b . By Proposition 4.7 (2), α is a non-singleton step. By assumption, α is lc -persistent (or lc -nonviolent) at one of the reachable markings. Hence, as α is a non-singleton step in a safe pt -net, by Theorem 8.3 , α lies on self-loops. We now consider two cases. 
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Conclusions
In the first part of this paper, we extended and revised the taxonomy of nonviolent and persistent steps and markings proposed in [18] . In particular, we introduced a new notion of b -persistence and b -nonviolence that, unlike the one from [18] , does not coincide with one of the other two variants: a or c . In consequence, we proposed three distinct notions of step persistence and nonviolence making the new taxonomy richer and, at the same time, giving more choice, e.g., to the designers of persistent GALS systems, or the developers of methods aimed at coping with the state space explosion similar to those proposed in [16] .
The paper presents the relationship between ten different categories of persistent and nonviolent steps in Fig. 3 , and four categories of persistent and nonviolent markings in Fig. 4 . Proposition 5.2 , referring to examples, gives representatives of each category of steps proving that each category is nonempty. Interestingly, steps from one of the ten categories ( cat -v ) are not present in the reachability graphs of safe pt -nets ( Corollary 8.17 ). This result is important as safe nets are the target model in some important application areas.
The second part of the paper presents a number of results characterising persistent and nonviolent steps in general, potentially unbounded, pt -nets as well as safe nets. We regard these results as a first phase of the development of a theory of step based persistence and nonviolence which could be used, e.g., in the verification of concurrent systems based on local or structural analysis rather than exhaustive state space exploration.
Among the problems and issues we plan to investigate in future are the phenomenon of confusion formulated for steps rather than single transitions, and less restrictive notions of persistence and nonviolence, e.g., the k -persistence of [3] . As the theory developed so far assumes the single-server execution semantics, we plan to consider the impact of allowing steps to be multisets of transitions as in the infinite-server execution semantics. Also, we intend to lift the concept of conflict between transitions to the level of steps, and investigate the relationship between conflict-freeness and persistence in the framework of step semantics, similarly as it was done in [20] in the framework of sequential semantics. Fig. 3 and ( ii ) in Fig. 4 .
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